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OUR VISION 
That each individual has the potential to shape their own future 
through experiencing meaningful relationships with universe, earth 
and people 

OUR VALUES
• We value inclusive learning and living activities that integrate 

practical activity, thinking and emotions

• We value mutual respect and we strive to understand all people’s 
differences and uniqueness

• We value the capacity for reimagination present in all people, 
towards positive change and development

• We value openness, goodwill, tolerance and treating individuals 
with dignity and respect

OUR PURPOSE
We provide students with holistic learning by role modelling positive 
relationships in the fields of arts, crafts, commerce, agriculture, 
nutrition, living skills and the environment.

By immersing students in the productive aspect of our curriculum, 
they learn to care for their own wellbeing and development, and 
overcome their barriers to learning. Students learn to recognise their 
capabilities and positively contribute to society, which is continually 
celebrated through cultural events and arts festivals for staff, students 
and the wider community.

Vision, Values, 
Purpose and Method
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OUR METHOD
Our method of Practical Skills Therapeutic Education (PSTE) stands 
behind the students’ curriculum and the professional development of 
our staff.

Inspired by Aonghus Gordon using the insights of Rudolf Steiner, 
John Ruskin and William Morris, Ruskin Mill Trust works with hand, 
head, heart and place to provide students with the tools to transform 
material and in doing so transform themselves.

In this way students can come to recognise themselves and others, 
develop self and social awareness and be empowered to achieve and 
make positive contributions to society, giving back in a self-directed, 
productive and enjoyable way.

OUR COURSES 
The Ruskin Mill Centre for Practice/HEaRT is responsible for 
staff education and development. Through high quality and timely 
education, RMCP/HEaRT seeks to help staff develop the knowledge, 
skills and abilities they require in order that students receive the 
highest quality educational experience with the most impact.
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Welcome
The Ruskin Mill Centre for Practice/HEaRT (Hiram Education 
and Research Team) continues to expand its training offer for the 
Trust’s staff. It is responsible, in collaboration with Ruskin Mill Trust 
provisions, to provide education, qualifications and training in the 
Trust’s method of Practical Skills Therapeutic Education to over 1200 
staff. The Seven Fields of Practice that make up PSTE are gaining 
recognition through research at both PhD and Master’s degree 
level, underpinning the Trust’s methods into curriculum application. 
Increasingly, commissioners are requesting our unique offer of 
PSTE in Education, Health and Care plans.

In April 2022, the Trust launched its new Master’s degree in PSTE, 
validated by, and in collaboration with, Huddersfield University. This 
is a unique approach of a 50% practical and 50% academic course 
delivered by our own experienced staff, taking the Trust’s work 
and method to the next level. There are 17 staff and two external 
candidates registered.

At the same, work continues day-to-day ensuring an induction for 
every new member of staff, both in compliance and in the Trust's 
method. The number of HEaRT coordinators has increased due to 
the growth of the Trust; they fulfil the essential role of welcoming 
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all new staff. The team leadership of the Ruskin Mill Centre for 
Practice are also subject to quality assurance, and findings suggest 
that the offer from HEaRT is highly valued and beneficial to entering 
the Trust’s work and culture. This year we launch more courses, 
some of which are still in development and will start in April 2023.

As we enter 2023, and go into 2024, we approach the 100-year 
anniversary of many of the founding concepts of Rudolf Steiner’s 
spiritual scientific work. This forthcoming anniversary is being 
celebrated particularly in the areas of biodynamics, therapeutic 
education, and Steiner’s medical/therapeutic work. Ruskin Mill Trust is 
shaping a new trust to undertake pure research into these areas, this 
can then supplement and inform contemporary insights for Master’s 
and PhD staff to research and support the Trust’s method.

Aonghus Gordon obe
Founder and Executive Chair, Ruskin Mill Trust

rudolfsteiner100
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Introduction
About our courses

Our core educational offer has grown over the last few years from 
four internal courses to the current eleven for both internal and 
external applicants, alongside other supplementary and compliance 
training. This brochure outlines the 2022-2023 core training courses, 
and how to apply for them. 

At specific points in each course and training year, we collate data 
and invite participants to give us feedback on its quality and impact. 
Your feedback demonstrates that our educational offer is very well 
received, particularly around content, the quality of our deliverers and 
their specialist knowledge. Participants' comments also inform the 
Trust that due to training they have improved confidence, increased 
knowledge and understanding of the subject taught and, ultimately, 
an improved ability to understand, appreciate, work with and support 
the students.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Ruskin Mill Trust, 
Ruskin Mill Land Trust and senior colleagues for their continued 
support for this service. Moreover, I would like to thank you, our 
colleagues, for your continued enthusiasm, energy and trust in RMCP/
HEaRT.

Dr Keith Griffiths 
Trust Head of Staff Education and Development, 
Head of RMCP/HEaRT
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What do you get from attending training? 
Through the opportunities offered through RMCP/HEaRT        
colleagues can:

• Explore different ways of learning - through experiential courses
• Deepen skills, knowledge and abilities, practically, cognitively     

and spiritually
• Gain further and higher educational qualifications
• Delve into the skills and rigour of research 
• Improve employability/progression opportunities

Further Courses in Development
This year we are planning to offer two further courses that will be 
open for application in Spring 2023.

• Colour: this course will explore three ways the Trust uses 
colour; through glass, plants and minerals 

• Rhythmic Massage: this course will explore the relationship 
between the body, soul and spirit by working with warmth, 
rhythm and breathing

The courses will be advertised before Christmas and you will be able 
to apply through the usual CPD application process. Please discuss 
this with your provision’s HEaRT coordinator. 

For Ruskin Mill Trust Staff
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Induction programme

The Practical Skills Therapeutic Education Induction programme is 
designed to give every new member of staff an introduction to the 
Trust. It offers an opportunity to experience the Trust’s unique 
method of Practical Skills Therapeutic Education and also undertake 
compliance trainings. 

This two-week induction is purposefully set out so that new staff will 
first focus on the Trust’s method and delivery and not be concerned 
with specific job roles for the whole two weeks. It will welcome and 
introduce new staff to Ruskin Mill Trust's Vision, Values and Method 
and will be an opportunity to meet staff and students. Inductees will 
participate experientially and theoretically to gain an understanding 
of what we do and why we do it first-hand. In order to assist the 
understanding of our delivery method, inductees will be invited to 
participate in four craft workshops or land-based activities as part 
of this programme. This will revolve around the following – mineral, 
plant, animal, and biodynamics/nutrition. 

Throughout these two weeks new staff will also complete some of 
the fundamental compliance trainings needed to work safely in the 
trust. By experiencing Practical Skills Therapeutic Education inductees 
will begin to develop an understanding of why and how we use this 
method to work with our students. 
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Compliance trainings

To complete the programme, new staff will meet with your local 
HEaRT coordinator, as well as your line manager, to create an 
individualised personal development plan to help support personalised 
knowledge development. This will be used to direct continued learning 
during new staff's employment with the Trust.

The HEaRT coordinator for specific provisions will be in touch to 
organise and welcome new staff to their PSTE induction.

Below is a list of compliance trainings that are required (some are role 
specific only – see your induction handbook) for staff to complete:

• Safeguarding Full Training (Level 2) 
• Safeguarding Children in Education 

E-learning 
• Level 3 Safeguarding (for DSL/DSDs, 

Children and Adults) 
• Prevent 
• Health & Safety 
• Equality, Diversity & Inclusion 
• Safety Intervention (formerly MAPA)
• Autism & LD (Oliver McGowan Training)

• Mental Capacity Act and 
Deprivation of Liberty 
Safeguards 

• First Aid 
• Medication  
• Infection Control 
• Level 2 Food Hygiene 
• Safer Recruitment in 

Education 
• GDPR (Data Protection)
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Research 
informed courses

RMLT is currently sponsoring doctoral candidates 
to research significant themes in the Seven Fields of 
Practice. Their ongoing research informs and enhances 
the Ruskin Mill Centre for Practice course offer.

■ Member of staff:  Simon Reakes 

Field of Practice:  Field 1 Genius Loci 

University:   Royal Holloway University of London

RMT Courses:   Goethean Science 
   Master’s Degree in PSTE

■ Member of staff:  Matt Briggs 

Field of Practice:  Field 2 Practical Skills

University:   Sheffield Hallam University

RMT Courses:   Pedagogic Potential of Craft     
   Master’s Degree in PSTE
   Inductions
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■ Member of staff:  Berni Courts 

Field of Practice:  Field 3 Biodynamic Ecology

University:   Coventry University

RMT Courses:   Biodynamic Training, Growing the Land,   
   Growing People
   Holistic Practices in Nutrition
   Master’s Degree in PSTE 

■ Member of staff:  Constantin Court 

Field of Practice:  Field 4 Therapeutic Education

University:   Sheffield University

RMT Courses:   Master’s Degree in PSTE
   Inductions

■ Member of staff:  Vicki Wren 

Field of Practice:  Field 4 Therapeutic Education

University:   University of Exeter

RMT Courses:   Teaching in Specialist Steiner Garden Schools
 

■ Member of staff:  Chloe Hindmarsh 

University:   University of Huddersfield

RMT Courses:   Master’s Degree in PSTE
 



Courses
In this section you will find information about our courses. 
All courses are open to RMT staff and some are open to 
external candidates.*

There are no course fees for RMT staff. For external 
candidates, the stated fee applies. See individual courses 
for details.

RMT staff applications
Staff are invited to apply by completing a continuing professional 
development (CPD) form with their line manager.

External candidates
Courses marked with an '    '   are open to external candiates.

You are invited to apply by visiting thefieldcentre.org.uk
To apply for our biodynamic training programmes, please visit 
biodynamictraining.org



Shaping clay on the MA PSTE at the Field Centre
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Fourfold course
This course provides an introduction to Goethean Science taking a 
fourfold perspective and is especially designed for Ruskin Mill Trust 
staff. The teaching practices of the Trust are founded on the method 
developed by Goethe in his scientific writings and on subsequent 
research, especially by Rudolf Steiner. This course introduces Goethe’s 
original work and will discuss Rudolf Steiner’s role in developing 
Goethe’s ideas. It also briefly highlights some later work developing out 
of Goethean Science, including original research by our Field Centre 
academics. The sessions have a high practical and experiential content 
alongside short, intense classroom teaching. The course will guide 
participants through the four realms of nature using the four traditional 
elements as the focus of observation.

Polarities course
This course looks at Goethe's idea of polarity, specifically focusing on 
the world of colour and the natural sciences. 

Faculty leads

Goethean 
Science

day 
polarities 
course

day
fourfold 
course 38

Dr Judyth 
Sassoon

Aonghus 
Gordon MEd

Simon 
Reakes MSc

Dr Troy Vine
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Exploring the morphology of the human form

Course information and application
External course fee: £300     RMT staff: no fee

Dates for 2022–23: 1–2 Oct; 5–6 Nov; 10–12 March 
Applications are now open for the next cohort, dates for 2023–24 TBC

Venue: The Field Centre, Nailsworth GL6 0QE

Information: thefieldcentre.org.uk     Booking: info@rmlt.org.uk
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This course is for those who want to expand their understanding of 
therapeutic crafts and their contributions to human development, 
along with their interrelationship to the other fields of practice. 
It is open to all staff but especially recommended for Education 
Health and Care managers, craft tutors, and those engaged with 
the Practical Skills Therapeutic Education experience for RMT 
students. It will develop and further explore your use of craftwork 
as a pedagogic tool to support student behaviours, and facilitate 
educational and personal development for learners.

Faculty

Matt Briggs MSc (course lead, pictured)                                 
Alan Ellsmore, Julie Woods MSc, Felix Kary 

Course information and application

One-week intensive external course fee: £500

Two-year internal course for RMT staff: no fee

Information: thefieldcentre.org.uk     Booking: info@rmlt.org.uk

Pedagogic 
Potential  
of Craftwork

year 
RMT 
staff 
course

week 
intensive 
external 
course

2

1
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Venues and dates:

Ruskin Mill College The Fisheries, Horsley GL6 0PL 
21 Oct; 25–27 Oct; 17 Feb; 21–23 Feb; 12–14 Apr; 26 May; 31 May; 
17–21 July

Freeman College Sterling Works, 88 Arundel Street, Sheffield S1 2NG 
24–26 Oct; 13–15 Feb; 11–13 Apr; 26 May; 17–21 July

Glasshouse College Wollaston Road, Amblecote, Stourbridge DY8 4HF 
24–26 Oct; 12–14 Dec; 20–22 Feb; 11–13 Apr; 26 May; 17–21 July

Enhancing focus, balance and coordination by working on the pole lathe
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Level 3 Diploma in Biodynamic Ecology - 603/7572/3  
with Open College Network West Midlands

This Level 3 Ofqual-regulated qualification aims to equip participants 
with the knowledge, skills and attitude to become an independent 
and confident biodynamic practitioner, working on a biodynamic 
holding. The course provides participants with the opportunity and 
competencies to work with people with differing educational and 
developmental needs in a therapeutic context through biodynamic, 
ecological activities.

The programme has two primary areas of focus: biodynamic training 
Growing the Land and social therapeutic education Growing People. The 
training is informed by current research in the field of biodynamics 
and social pedagogy.

The course has three application routes: staff (land-based and non 
land-based); charity volunteers and direct applicants.

Charity volunteer scheme
Our charity volunteer scheme provides full-time unpaid work. In 
return charity volunteers receive RMT training, accommodation (if 
required), subsistence and expenses, and undertake the Ruskin Mill 
Trust Biodynamic Training programme.

Biodynamic 
Training
Growing the Land, Growing People

year 
practical 
course2
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Faculty
Berni Courts MSc (course lead, pictured),                      
Ed Berger, Laura Wallwork, Mattias Emous, Roberto 
Romano, Gilberto Domingues, Tobi Schwierzi, Richard 
Cowton, Jim Hildyard, Dr Katherine Buchanan, Anna 
Willoughby

Guest practitioners: Pieter Van Vliet, Briony Young, 
Henk Kort, Ian Bailey

Course information and application
External course fee: £1800

RMT staff: no fee

Dates for 2022–23: 14 Sep; 24–26 Oct; 25–27 Nov; 20–22 Feb; 
24–26 Mar; 26–28 May

Venue: Delivered at Trust sites across the UK, 
as well as at your local centre

Information: biodynamictraining.org

Booking: info@rmlt.org.uk

Meeting Delilah the cow; preparing fresh produce for a celebratory feast
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Step-by-Step is an introduction to Biodynamic Gardening, which has 
enabled many people across the UK to learn and put into practice 
principles of biodynamics in their own gardens, benefitting both 
person and planet. The new course will be held once a month on a 
Saturday. The course content is drawn from our rich Ruskin Mill Trust 
BD training that has been on offer for several years to staff, guests, 
volunteers and BD apprentices.

Learning aims
By the end of the course, participants will:

• understand the principles, intentions and basic methods of the 
biodynamic approach in the small garden setting

• have a basic understanding of interactions in the natural world, 
including soil, plant, animal, human being and cosmos

Faculty and location of the courses
Mattias Emous (course lead, pictured) Upper Grange 
garden, Stroud

Vivian Griffiths Brantwood (Home of John Ruskin), 
Coniston Lake

Step-by-Step
Gardening

month  
course6

A biodynamic gardening course in 
partnership with the Biodynamic Association

(One Saturday 
per month)
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Laura Wallwork and Tobi Schwierzi Coleg Plas Dwbl, Clynderwen
Roberto Romano and Gilberto Domingues Clervaux Gardens, Darlington
Sean Murphy Trigonos, Nantlle, Caernarfon
Dr Katherine Buchanan Fairhill, East Lothian
Richard Cowton and Charlie Cross-Gurnell Valehead Farm, Stourbridge

Course information and application
External course fee: £180 
RMT staff: no fee

2023 Dates: TBC

Information: biodynamictraining.org | biodynamic.org.uk

Booking: office@biodynamic.org.uk

Marking out the growing area and preparing the soil
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This course aims to provide a broad outline of Rudolf Steiner’s 
indications regarding physical, emotional and spiritual development 
from birth to young adulthood. The course is for middle and senior 
managers in the Trust to support them in developing their pedagogical 
insights. While giving Steiner’s insights into child development this 
course allows staff to deepen their understanding of the underlying 
developmental principles of Practical Skills Therapeutic Education and the 
Seven Fields of Practice. Applications are now open for September.

Three primary themes are explored and woven through these topics:

1. An introduction to principles and primary indications of Steiner’s 
anthropology and psychology

2. Pictures of the differentiated human organism

3. Reflections on the developmental phases from infancy 
to adolescence

Faculty
Trevor Mepham

Course information and application
RMT staff: no fee

Dates for 2022–23: 28–29 Sep; 19–20 Oct; 23–24 Nov; 18–19 Jan; 
15–16 Feb; 8–9 Mar; 22–23 Mar; 24–25 May; 14–15 June; 12–13 July

Steiner 
Educational 
Insights

year 
course1
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Many of Steiner's key educational insights are based on a fourfold 
model of the human being and its relationship to the world

Venue: Sunfield and Glasshouse College

Booking: Complete a CPD form with your line manager and send 
to HEaRT

A pro�le of healthy development

Self

Soul
Life

Physical

Ego
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Teaching in 
Specialist Steiner 
Garden Schools

year 
experiential 
course1

An accredited development 
programme for educators

Level 4 unit (15 credits): Teaching in a Specialist Area

Teaching in Specialist Steiner Garden Schools aims to equip educators 
with the understanding, skills and confidence to apply Rudolf Steiner’s 
insights through the method of Practical Skills Therapeutic Education. 
This unique course is positioned within Therapeutic Education, Field 4 
of Ruskin Mill Trust’s Seven Fields of Practice. It offers educators from 
diverse backgrounds an opportunity to deepen their professional 
practice. It does this through hands-on practical engagement in 
understanding the principles of inclusive teaching and learning in RMT 
Specialist Steiner Garden Schools. Applications are now open for 
October 2022. 

Faculty leads

Vicki Wren, MScPhil Forder
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The programme is highly practical, with intensive subject-focused 
sessions delivered by experienced specialist tutors and a bespoke 
virtual learning platform supporting participants’ learning throughout 
the academic year.

Course information and application
RMT Staff: no fee

Dates for 2022–23: 14–15 Oct; 9–10 Dec; 10–11 Feb; 21–22 Apr; 
16–17 June; 14–15 July; and a one-day session in August 2023

Venue: Sunfield     Information: thefieldcentre.org.uk

Booking: Complete a CPD form with your line manager and send 
to HEaRT                                             

The garden as classroom, offering opportunities for sensory integration based on Steiner's model 
of the Twelve Senses
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This programme provides a deepening of the Ruskin Mill Trust 
approach to care as well as the skills and knowledge required to 
practise, manage and lead others in adult health and social care 
provision, or in children and young people’s services. While providing 
an externally recognised qualification, this course gives care managers 
the opportunity to deepen their understanding of the Seven Fields of 
Practice as they are applied in the residential setting, and to develop the 
insights and tools to run a high quality Ruskin Mill Trust care home and 
residential service.

Faculty
Sofie Rasmussen and other experts

Course information and application
RMT staff: no fee

Dates for next cohort TBC

Venue: The Field Centre, Nailsworth GL6 0QE

Booking: Complete CPD form with line manager and submit to HEaRT

Leadership for 
Holistic Support 
and Care
Level 5 (Practical Skills Therapeutic Education)
(Qualification is valid in England only)

year 
course2

Sofie Rasmussen



A Ruskin Mill Trust student maintaining the garden at a residential provision
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Holistic Support and Care is a fundamental aspect of RMT’s method 
of Practical Skills Therapeutic Education and is centred around the set 
of Seven Care Qualities. The Seven Care Qualities provide a framework 
and context for person-centred residential care and learning within 
our 24-hour curriculum. The course is open to all staff, specifically 
aimed at staff who work in the residential setting.

Faculty

Course information and application
RMT staff: no fee

Booking: Complete a CPD form with your line manager and send 
to HEaRT

Venues and dates for 2022–23:

• Ruskin Mill College
Upper Grange, Lovedays Mead, Stroud GL5 1SA
19–21 Sept; 3–5 Oct; 17–19 Oct; 31 Oct–2 Nov; 14–16 Nov; 
28–30 Nov; 12–14 Dec; 9–11 Jan; 23–25 Jan; 6–8 Feb; 27 Feb–1 
Mar; 13–15 Mar; 17–19 Apr; 8–10 May; 22–24 May; 5–7 Jun; 
19–21 Jun; 3–5 Jul; 17–19 Jul

3 day
course

Homemaking 
Holistic Support and Care

Richard Tucker 
MSc

Michael Collins



Making bread at Upper Grange

• Sunfield
Upper Grove, Clent Grove, Woodman Lane, Clent DY9 9PB 
13–15 Sept; 27–29 Sept; 11–13 Oct; 8–10 Nov; 22–24 Nov; 6–8 
Dec; 17–19 Jan; 31 Jan–2 Feb; 14–16 Feb; 7–9 Mar; 21–23 Mar; 
25–27 Apr; 2–4 May; 16–18 May; 6–8 Jun; 27–29 Jun; 11–13 Jul
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This course is designed to enable people working directly 
in education, care and social enterprise to connect with the 
potential of a practical food culture that has health, nutrition and 
wellbeing at its heart. The course is a symbiosis of biodynamic 
agriculture, current medical understanding of the human 
microbiome, and the implementation of holistic support and care. 
This course is open to all staff as well as external participants and 
is aimed at people directly involved in food preparation.

Faculty
Berni Courts MSc (course lead), Jasmine Frances, 
Bogdan Bucur, Darshan Robson, Vicki Wilson, 
Chris Harrison, Aimee Bensley and internal 
experts in the field

Course information and application
External course fee: £200

RMT staff: no fee

Information: thefieldcentre.org.uk

Booking: info@rmlt.org.uk

Holistic 
Practices 
in Nutrition

2 day
course
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Home-grown produce being shared at the Michaelmas festival

Venues and dates for 2022–23:

Clervaux Clow Beck Centre, Darlington DL2 2TF 
17–18 Oct; 5–6 Dec; 20–21 Feb; 24–25 Apr; 12–13 June

Freeman College Sterling Works, 88 Arundel Street, Sheffield S1 2NG 
24–25 Oct; 16–17 Feb; 30–31 May

Ruskin Mill (Upper Grange) Lovedays Mead, Stroud GL5 1SA  
20–21 Feb; 30–31 May; 26–27 July

Sunfield and Glasshouse College 
Clent Grove, Woodman Lane, Clent, Stourbridge DY9 9PB 
Wollaston Road, Amblecote, Stourbridge DY8 4HF  
Dates TBC
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A new Tonalis foundation training designed specifically for RMT 
music educators*. It explores the overlaps and cross-overs between 
Music Education, Music Therapy and Community Music and how 
they can enrich each other and be integrated in ways that broaden 
and deepen our understanding of music-ing, particularly as it applies 
to music education. The work of Tonalis employs Goetheanistic 
approaches to the field of music and listening to inform its 
understanding and practice.

*and other staff for whom this would be suitable CPD – musical 
knowledge/practice essential, please get in touch for more details.

Course information and application

Course lead: James Watts

Dates: The modular course is 25 days over 18 
months, starting Easter 2023 - July 2024

Information: thefieldcentre.org.uk

Booking: Complete a CPD form with your line 
manager and send to HEaRT     

Therapeutic 
Music

18 month
course

for special needs education

James Watts



Musical performance at a Ruskin Mill Trust school



MA in Practical Skills Therapeutic 
Education with the Ruskin Mill Centre 
for Practice (RMCP) and validated by 
Huddersfield University

The next cohort of student applications will 
open in November 2023 for a September 
2024 start. The course is open to both staff 
and external applicants. For full details please 
see the MA in PSTE prospectus.

The MA will critically explore and examine the function and 
impact of the Seven Fields of Practice. It will be a taught course of 
conventional structure (part-time over three years), aligned with the 
UK Framework for Higher Education Qualifications: 180 credits at 
Level 7, six 20-credit taught modules and a 60-credit dissertation or 
research and practice project.

We are seeking this form of academic 
independence in order that we achieve three 
deliverables:

• to continually develop and externally validate our 
unique methodology

• the offer of an internationally recognised 
practitioner-orientated qualification

• innovative research-enhanced curriculum for our 
students

36

year 
part-time 
course3

Master’s Degree 
in Practical Skills 
Therapeutic Education

Dr Gill Nah
Course lead
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Course information and application
Please refer to the MA prospectus

Dates for 2022–23: 30 Aug - 9 Sept, 27 Mar - 6 Apr, 21 Aug - 1 Sept  

Venue: The Field Centre, Nailsworth GL6 0QE 
and Ruskin Mill College, The Fisheries, Horsley GL6 0PL

Faculty
Dr Gill Nah (course lead), Dr Keith Griffiths, Simon Reakes MSc, 
Matt Briggs MSc, Berni Courts MSc, Constantin Court, Aonghus 
Gordon MEd, Dr Sue Reed, Chloe Hindmarsh MSc and expert 
craft practitioners from Ruskin Mill Trust

Gert Biesta, patron of the Ruskin Mill Centre for Practice, presenting on the MA in 
Practical Skills Therapeutic Education

MA participants shaping a clay vessel



Research-inspired Goethean science and 
Rudolf Steiner's spiritual science is coordinated 
through our research centres in England, 
Scotland and Wales. A new Trust will be 
launched at Easter 2023, dedicated to these 
domains of pure research.

thefieldcentre 
Gloucestershire, England

thelifesciencecentre 
East Lothian, Scotland

thecastellizcentre 
Pembrokeshire, Wales

thesunfieldcentre 
Clent, England

A

B

C

D

goethean science and Rudolf Steiner spiritual science research institute

universe earth people



D

B

C
A

universe earth people 
research centres
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Undertaking research in situated contexts, each 
centre of the universe earth people research 
institute has its task in the world, based on the 
genius loci of its location.

universe earth people 
research institute

The genius loci also informs the research themes through Rudolf 
Steiner’s spiritual scientific picture of the human being and the 
kingdoms of nature.

The focus of the universe earth people research institute is on 
post-doctoral research undertaken at the four sites. Through the 
staff training and staff development courses, this post-doctoral 
research cascades into the Ruskin Mill Centre for Practice and 
supports the direction of travel in both the PhD and Master's degree 
research into the Ruskin Mill Trust method and the fields of practice.

The Field Centre Journal of Research and Practice
The Field Centre Journal of Research and Practice is published biannually 
to present research carried out across the Trust, and more broadly, 
work that shares pure research themes. These are:

• Research within the Goethean science paradigm

• Research on Rudolf Steiner’s life, work and legacy

• Research reports on work currently being carried out around 
the Trust

• Research specifically on the outcomes and impact of Ruskin Mill 
Trust’s PSTE method that uses mainstream research methods 
will usually be referred to existing scholarly journals in the 
appropriate academic disciplines
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thefieldcentre 
Gloucestershire, England

Research is undertaken in animal morphology and the philosophy 
and history of Goethe’s scientific studies. Both of these research 
areas explore morphology, relationship and sequence, all of which 
can be applied to the student experience, the Trust’s method, and 
staff training and development.
Associate researchers, Dr Troy Vine, Dr Judyth Sassoon

thelifesciencecentre 
East Lothian, Scotland

Here research focuses on plants – botany and ecology – and has 
a particular emphasis on the native plants of the area. In looking 
at the qualities of these plants and herbs, the research informs 
the land curriculum at the schools and colleges and how students 
engage in growing herbs for wellbeing.
Associate researcher, Dr Katherine Buchanan

thecastellizcentre 
Pembrokeshire, Wales

At the Castelliz Centre, the area of research focus is mineralogy 
and the landscape, and how the minerals and rocks shape and 
influence the landscapes in which the students work, and how the 
landscapes affect the student experience.
Associate researcher, Laura Wallwork MSc

thesunfieldcentre 
Clent, England

At the Sunfield Centre, the area of research focus is consciousness 
studies and embryology, with an emphasis on Steiner’s 
epistemology and his approach to embryology. 
Associate researcher, TBC
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Academic collaborations include
University of Huddersfield (UoH)
We are in partnership with the University of Huddersfield offering 
a Master’s degree in Practical Skills Therapeutic Education.

Leads: Dr Keith Griffiths/Dr Gill Nah (RMCP) with Professor 
Hazel Bryan and Dr Andrew Youde (UoH) and Dr Liz Bennett 
(DALO)
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Collaborations 
and Partnerships
In order for the Trust to be able to offer such a broad 
and deep educational and research offer, we work in 
collaboration with several universities, advisors and 
accreditation bodies. These include: 
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Inland Norway University (INN)
We are in a partnership with INN to offer a 50/50 delivery of 
their Master’s degree in Education and also as a work experience 
placement for twelve BA Special Education candidates.

Lead: Dr Sue Reed/Dr Keith Griffiths (RMCP) with Professor Rune 
Hausstätter (INN)

Expert Advisors
We are also working with other experts in their fields:

• Professor Gert Biesta Patron of the Ruskin Mill Centre for Practice
• Dr Laurence Cox Research Consultant and Editor of 

The Field Centre Journal
• Dr Frank Mulder Medical consultant
• Trevor Mepham Waldorf Steiner Education
• Dr Stefan Geider Camphill Wellbeing Trust
• Professor David Timms Higher education consultant 
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Accreditation collaborations include
Biodynamic Association (BDA)
We work in collaboration with the BDA to offer biodynamic training 
to both internal and external participants. Through their Board of 
Studies, the BDA has endorsed our unique Level 3 Diploma in BD 
Growing the Land, Growing People (believed to be the only diploma 
for BD on the Ofqual Register of Regulated Qualifications). We 
also collaborate on our other part-time course, Step-by-Step, a BD 
gardening course delivered across the UK.

Leads: Berni Courts/Mattias Emous (RMT) with Dr Julia Wright (BDA)

Ofqual Regulated Qualifications 

Open College Network West Midlands
We are a recognised and approved centre for the delivery, assessment 
and awarding of the Ofqual regulated qualifications below: 

• Level 3 Diploma in Biodynamic Ecology (RQF)

• Level 3 Award in Assessing Competence in the Work Environment 

• Level 3 Award in Assessing Vocationally Related Achievement
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Highfield Qualifications
We are a recognised and approved centre for the delivery, assessment 
and awarding of the Ofqual regulated qualifications below: 

• Level 2 Award in Food Safety (for Retail Catering & Manufacturing)

• Level 3 Award in Food Safety (for Retail Catering & Manufacturing)

• Highfield Level 5 Diploma in Leadership for Health and Social Care 
and Children and Young People's Services (England) (RQF) (Adults' 
Residential Management) (90 Credits)

Leads: Mark Higgins, Becky Archibald, Andrea Robinson, Chris Windows

Acacia Qualifications 
• Level 3 Diploma in Adult Care (RQF)

• Level 4 Diploma in Residential Child Care (RQF) 
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Notes
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Ruskin Mill 
Trust Centres
In England, Scotland and Wales

1. grace garden school 
Bristol, 9-16

2.  helios health centre 
Bristol, opening 2023

3.  grace garden 
 early years 

Bristol, opening 2023

4. ruskin mill college 
Nailsworth, 16-25

5. coleg ty’r eithin 
Swansea, 16-25

6. coleg plas dwbl 
Clynderwen, 16-25

7. sunfield school 
Clent, 6-19

8. argent college 
Birmingham, 16-25

9. glasshouse college 
Stourbridge, 16-25

10. trigonos 
Social enterprise and 
conference centre

 
 coleg trigonos 

opening 2023

11. freeman college 
Sheffield, 16-25

12. brantwood
 specialist school 

Sheffield, 7-19

13. clervaux garden school 
Darlington, 10-19

 clervaux fold 
Darlington, army families

 clervaux rise 
Darlington, 18+

14. fairhill rise 
East Lothian, 16+
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Research Centres

A.  the field centre 
Nailsworth, RMT 
research centre

B.  life science 
research centre 
Fairhill, East Lothian

C.   castelliz research 
centre 
Clynderwen, opening 
2023

D.   the sunfield centre 
Clent, opening TBC
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Ruskin Mill Trust 
Guide to the Vision, 
Values and Method

This is your handy guide to the vision, values 
and method of Ruskin Mill Trust. It contains 
key information and is an internal document for 
Ruskin Mill Trust staff.



RMT guide contents

• Organisational overview
• Our charitable objects
• Our vision
• Our values
• Our purpose

• Our integrated syllabus
• Our method
• Our research
• Seven Fields of Practice
• Seven Care Qualities
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